EMSA Testing Centres Workshop at MOTOR SUMMIT 2012

Date: Tuesday 4 December
Time: 14:30 - 17:30
Venue: Hotel Glockenhof, Sihlstrasse 33, CH-8001 Zurich,
+41 (0)44 225 93 93
Registration: www.motorsummit.ch
Contact: +41 (0)44 226 30 70 rita.werle@energy-efficiency.ch

AGENDA
1. Introduction
2. Update on IEC 60034-2-1: Testing in-line fed motors
3. Update on IEC 600034-30-1: Efficiency classification of motors
4. Update on IEC 60034-2-3: Testing of converter-fed motors
5. Power supplies for induction machine efficiency testing
6. Measuring slip: demonstration of accurate measurement techniques
7. Swiss/Australia collaboration: Testing motor+VSD combinations
8. Discussion